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THEMIS •  Z WORLD

Pure lines and sophisticated style. THEMIS • Z crafts the perfect 
balance between refinement and culture, a golden ratio inherent  
to every object of desire. This lavish duo is the creative concept  
for the THEMIS • Z stand.  

Immaculately handcrafted by artisans who have practiced this tradition 
for generations, our tableware collections are beautifully adorned  
with hand-painted patterns. Whilst the pottery vases elevate clay  
to a material of quality and meaning due to the materials strong  
connected to Greek heritage. 

Hand-stitched cushions made of organic silk from Evros in Northen 
Greece and other breezy fabrics, pottery jugs and cups exceptionally 
hand-shaped by expert craftsmen and vigorous, bold linen tablecloths 
that enliven the tabletop lie at the heart of THEMIS • Z world.  
A world dedicated to sustainable and ethical production,  
while remaining true to elegant Greek aesthetics.



THE SYMI COLLECTION



NEW COLLECTION

SYMI TABLEWARE

Hand-crafted tableware in fine porcelain 
adorned with hand-painted Symi pattern in 
pink and green. 



NEW COLLECTION

SYMI TABLEWARE

Hand-crafted tableware in fine porcelain 
adorned with hand-painted Anthos pattern 
in pink and green. 



NEW COLLECTION



NEW COLLECTION

SYMI TEA/COFFEE SET

Hand-crafted tea / coffee set in fine 
porcelain adorned with hand-painted 
Anthos pattern in pink and green. 



NEW COLLECTION

SYMI WATER JUG AND CUPS  

Hand-crafted ceramic Jug and Cups 
adorned with hand-painted Symi pattern  
in pink and green.



NEW COLLECTION

SYMI SILK CUSHIONS 

Handmade silk cushions adorned with hand-
printed Symi patterns in pink and green. 



THE ATHENEE COLLECTION



NEW COLOUR

ATHENEE PEACOCK TABLEWARE  

Hand-crafted tableware in fine porcelain adorned with 
hand-painted Peacock pattern in two-tone blue.



NEW COLOUR



ATHENEE PEACOCK TEA/COFFEE SET 

Hand-crafted tea / coffee set in fine porcelain adorned 
with hand-painted Peacock pattern in two-tone blue. 

NEW COLOUR



ATHENEE PEACOCK SILK CUSHIONS  

Handmade silk cushions adorned with hand-printed Peacock 
patterns in ciel on white or dark blue. 

NEW COLOUR



NEW COLLECTION

PEACOCK POTTERY VASES 

Handmade ceramic vases adorned with  
hand-painted Peacock pattern in blue. 



PEACOCK TABLEWARE

Hand-crafted tableware in fine porcelain adorned  
with hand-painted Peacock pattern in pink.





PEACOCK TABLEWARE

Hand-crafted tableware in fine porcelain adorned  
with hand-painted Peacock pattern in two-tone pink.



PEACOCK TEA/COFFEE SET 

Hand-crafted tea / coffee set in fine 
porcelain adorned with hand-painted  
Peacock pattern in two-tone pink.

PEACOCK TEA/COFFEE SET 

Hand-crafted tea / coffee set in fine 
porcelain adorned with hand-painted  

Peacock pattern in pink.



NEW COLLECTION

PEACOCK SOUS-PLATS & NAPKINS

Linen sous-plats and napkins hand-printed with 
the Peacock pattern in pink.



NEW COLLECTION

PEACOCK POTTERY VASES

Handmade ceramic vases adorned with  
hand-painted Peacock pattern in pink and red.



THE SERENITY COLLECTION



SERENITY TABLEWARE 

Hand-crafted tableware in fine porcelain adorned 
with hand-painted Serenity pattern in green.





SERENITY TEA/COFFEE SET 

Hand-crafted tea / coffee set in fine 
porcelain adorned with hand-painted  
Serenity pattern in green.



SERENITY POTTERY VASE

Handmade ceramic vase adorned  
with hand-painted Serenity pattern  
in green.

KYKLOS POTTERY VASE

Handmade ceramic vase adorned  
with hand-painted Kyklos pattern  

in green. 



SERENITY TABLEWARE 

Hand-crafted tableware in fine porcelain adorned 
with hand-painted Serenity pattern in beige.



SERENITY TABLEWARE 

Hand-crafted tableware in fine porcelain adorned 
with hand-painted Serenity pattern in blue.



SERENITY TEA/COFFEE SET 

Hand-crafted tea / coffee set in fine 
porcelain adorned with hand-painted  
Serenity pattern in blue.



SERENITY POTTERY VASE

Handmade ceramic vase adorned  
with hand-painted Serenity pattern 
in blue.



THE MAZE COLLECTION



MAZE TABLEWARE 

Hand-crafted tableware in fine porcelain adorned  
with hand-painted Maze pattern in two-tone blue.



MAZE TEA/COFFEE SET 

Hand-crafted tea / coffee set in fine 
porcelain adorned with hand-painted  
Maze pattern in two-tone blue.





MAZE TABLEWARE 

Hand-crafted tableware in fine porcelain adorned  
with hand-painted Maze pattern in two-tone green.





MAZE TEA/COFFEE SET 

Hand-crafted tea / coffee set in fine 
porcelain adorned with hand-painted  
Maze pattern in two-tone green.



MAZE SILK CUSHIONS

Handmade silk cushions adorned  
with hand-printed Maze pattern in green. 



THE KYMA COLLECTION



KYMA TABLEWARE 

Hand-crafted tableware in fine porcelain adorned  
with hand-painted Kyma pattern in green.



KYMA TEA/COFFEE SET 

Hand-crafted tea / coffee set in fine 
porcelain adorned with hand-painted  
Kyma pattern in green.





KYMA TABLEWARE 

Hand-crafted tableware in fine porcelain adorned  
with hand-painted Kyma pattern in blue. 



KYMA TEA/COFFEE SET 

Hand-crafted tea / coffee set in fine 
porcelain adorned with hand-painted  
Kyma pattern in blue.



THE PATMOS COLLECTION



NEW COLLECTION

PATMOS POTTERY WATER JUG & CUPS 

Hand-crafted ceramic water jug and cups adorned  
with a hand-painted swirling pattern in blue. 



NEW COLLECTION

PATMOS POTTERY WATER JUG & CUPS 

Hand-crafted ceramic water jug and cups adorned  
with a hand-painted swirling pattern in brown. 



NEW COLLECTION

PATMOS POTTERY WATER JUG & CUPS 

Hand-crafted ceramic water jug and cups adorned  
with a hand-painted swirling pattern in green. 



THE MOSAIC COLLECTION



NEW COLLECTION

MOSAIC SOUS-PLATS & NAPKINS

Linen sous-plats and napkins hand-printed with 
the Mosaic pattern in blue and ciel. 



NEW COLLECTION

MOSAIC SOUS-PLATS & NAPKINS

Linen sous-plats and napkins hand-printed with 
the Mosaic pattern in green.



THE CYCLADIC COLLECTION



CYCLADIC POTTERY VASES

Handmade ceramic vases adorned with 
hand-painted swirling patterns in blue.



CYCLADIC POTTERY VASES

Handmade ceramic vases adorned with 
hand-painted swirling patterns in green.





CYCLADIC POTTERY VASES

Handmade ceramic vases adorned with 
hand-painted swirling patterns in beige.



THE INFINITY COLLECTION



NEW COLLECTION

INFINITY CUSHIONS

Handmade cushions adorned with hand-stitched Infinity,  
Pillar or Double Pillar pattern in brown on beige or white.



NEW COLLECTION

INFINITY CUSHIONS

Handmade cushions adorned with hand-stitched Infinity,  
Pillar or Double Pillar pattern in olive on white.



MYKONOS
Dim. Mavrogenis St. & Goumeniou Sq., 84600, Mykonos

+30 22890 23210

ATHENS
1 Stisichorou Street, 10674, Athens

+30 210 7250442

GSTAAD
6A Promenade, 3780, Gstaad

+41 (0) 337442042

www.themisz.com


